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LUNCH MENU 

Please read the Parent Mail 

about lunch arrangements 

for Thursday onwards. We 

hope to make a small pay-

ment to on free school meals 

to cover the days when pu-

pils are not in school next 

week and after testing. 

Further details to follow. 

Message from the Head 

WELCOME BACK TO ALL OUR PUPILS! 

We cannot wait to welcome you back. Please ensure you have 

read all the information about the return. Please don’t forget 

school uniform and keep an eye out on the ITV news as we may 

feature in the news during the day or evening. I have informed 

Year 10 parents of this separately. 

You can start to breathe a sigh of relief as your home-schooling 

job is coming to an end. You should reflect on what you have 

achieved; however hard it has been and we thank you from the 

bottom of out hearts for all you have done. 

Please encourage your children to take part in the Dance Chal-

lenge (p.22) —you can take part with them if you wish! 

I hope you all adjust to the changes without too much trouble and 

we look forward to interviewing all pupils next week to gain a bet-

ter understanding of the positives and negatives of lockdown and 

how we can support the community. 

Things are moving fast at the moment...as Deepak Chopra re-

minds us: “In the midst of movement and chaos, keep stillness 

inside of you.”  

Have a great weekend.  

Emma Hillman Headteacher 

Encourage  -  Challenge  -  Succeed 

THE NEXT WEEK IS  

TIMETABLE… 

A 

REMINDERS 

Don’t forget the Year 9 Options Information  web-

site 

https://www.heathcoteschool.com/quality-of-

education/year-9-options/ 

Deadline for Options Form Return - 12th March 

2021 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Year 10 Parent Evening—18th March  

INSET Day 15th March 

End of Term - 1st April  

(School will finish at lunchtime)  

Year 8 Parent Evening will be moved—

https://www.heathcoteschool.com/quality-of-education/year-9-options/
https://www.heathcoteschool.com/quality-of-education/year-9-options/
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Numeracy Update 
 

Wednesday 3rd March 2021 was World Maths Day!  World Maths day aims to get primary and secondary 

school students excited and enthusiastic about learning Maths! 

 

 

To celebrate, our pupils learnt about some famous mathematicians including Pythagoras, James Maxwell, 

Carl Gauss, Alan Turing, Leonhard Euler and Archimedes.   

Here are some thoughts from some of our pupils about the day: 

 ‘I didn't know that Carl Gauss was the "prince of mathematicians"!’ – Alex Surdeanu 8.2 

 

 ‘I never knew that two numbers were named after Leonhard Euler!’ – Ellie Carroll 8.4 
 
‘I really liked the quiz because I never knew that Maths had a different meaning behind the things we learn in 
school’ – Elvin Boran 8.4 
 

‘I never knew that James Maxwell was involved in the existence of the first coloured photograph’ - Raisa 

Neauz 10.3 

 

‘I liked this lesson learning about famous mathematicians because it was different which made it fun and 

unique’ - Alexzander Halachev 10.2 
 

Here are some of our staff thoughts and memories about Maths… 

‘I had a brilliant Maths teacher and he always kept us engaged with the promise of playing ‘Countdown’ (the 

maths game) at the end of each lesson – The whole class loved it and we would always work really hard to 

ensure we could have that game at the end! Hearing that theme tune takes me right back, over thirty years 

later!’ – Ms Burnett 

 

‘I have a memory of an amazing maths teacher who helped my year group in year 11 get our Maths GCSE 

by giving up his and his wife’s time on a Saturday morning, for the two terms running up to the exam, to give 

extra maths classes. Without this intervention and dedication from him I wouldn’t have got my Maths GCSE 

and neither would have many others in my year group. We were the first year group in my school where eve-

ry single student obtained a C or higher in maths. I truly believe that it was down to him and his passion for 

education that we were able to achieve this and follow our career paths. It must have been a really difficult 

time for his children who were only little running around the rooms whilst they were teaching us. I am 

forever grateful to him and his family.’ – Ms Harper 
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Numeracy Update 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘I had a brilliant maths teacher when I was at school, he inspired me to become a maths teacher 

myself!  I love the fact that maths is so applicable to real life - we use maths almost every day with-

out even realising it and it can be used to pursue so many career options too!  The best thing about 

teaching maths is the look on my pupils’ faces when they finally understand something they have 

been struggling with or, even better, when they open that brown envelope and get the GCSE grade 

that they have been working so hard for!’ – Ms Collins 

 

 

 

We hope you all enjoy learning maths! 

 

Article compiled by Ms Collins 

 

 

 

‘Maths is like a double edged sword for me! I 

make many mistakes with it but it also challeng-

es me to think and problem solve and within 

that is growth.’ 

 – Ms Krakue 

I got this a few years ago and loved it: 
  
A guide to wrapping presents using geometry and  
reducing wastage of paper (as well as ugly present 
wraps!)… 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5Mkslq4T7w  

… I still use it!’ - Ms Faria 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5Mkslq4T7w
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Literacy Update 
 

Accelerated Reader Results  
Points earned since September 2020  

 

Here are some amazing young readers and the number of books they are read since September 2020 
 

Please remind your child to submit any entries by 5pm, Friday 5th March  

 

 

 

COMPETITION TIME 

LAST CHANCE TO ENTER 

 

Encourage your child to participate in one of the following competitions: 

 

Redesign a book cover - Think back to one of your favourite books.  What was the 
front cover like?  Redesign the front cover capturing the characters, themes and plot. 

OR 

Write the opening of a story called ‘Togetherness’. (no more than one A4 sheet) 

 

Submit all entries to Ms Bashal (sbashal@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk) by Friday 5th 
March 2021 at midnight. 

Name No of quizzes completed  
successfully 

Points earned 

Rosie Hutler 36 390.4 

Izabela Achin 13 39.5 

Paige Stein 10 56.6 

Susie Weekes 8 76.8 

Kitty Brown 6 53.9 

Omniya Meghassel 5 32.8 

Lily Stein 5 22.1 

Mathiry Senthilvannan 4 26.1 
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Literacy Update 
 

English Department’s Book of the Week:  

ATONEMENT by IAN McEWAN 

 

 

 

On the hottest day in the summer 

of 1935, thirteen-year-old Briony 

Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip 

off her clothes and plunge into 

the fountain in the garden of their 

country house.  Watching her is 

Robbie Turner, her childhood 

friend who, like Cecelia, has  

recently come down from  

Cambridge. 

By the end of the day the lives of 

all three will have been changed 

for ever. Robbie and Cecelia will 

have crossed a boundary they 

have not even imagined at its 

start, and will have become  

victims of the younger girl’s  

imagination.  Briony will have  

witnessed mysteries, and  

committed a crime for which she 

will spend the rest of her life try 
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Subject News 
 

Art 

‘Create a surrealist image using Juxtaposition’ 

A few examples of fantastic surrealist creations from year 9 Art. 

 
 

 

 

 

ECEM GULTEKIN 

ELIZA GRANT 

BOUCHRA BOURIB 

MOLLIE  

HUTTON 

LUCY  

STANWAY 

CADEN WALTON 

ITAMAR GOMES DE CARVALHO NETO  

ZHIBIN XU 
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Subject News 
 

‘Create an artwork in the style of Afro-surrealist artist David Alabo’ 

Three fantastically creative and very different approaches to the task! 

 

Grayson Perry Artist responses relating to year 10’s ‘Identity’ project. 

Year 10 have been doing some fantastic work for their identity project. Keep up the good work. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

CHIQUERA JAMES ROCHELLE  

BARKER-GIBBONS 

NIKHIL 

NAOMI BAPTISTE-DARROUX 
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Subject News 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design and Technology 

Year 7 have been working on their 3D drawing skills in DT, learning the isometric and oblique methods.  
Here are some examples of their final designs: 

 

 

SAMANTHA SALLERY ANNA-MARIA SABEVA 

MILA MACFARLAND 

RYAN THOMSON 

ERDENIZ 

NAS 

ERALD 

DIDA 

JESSICA 

LUPU 

AISHA  

COGLIANDRO 

CHELAN 

JACKSON 

MITHULA  

MATHIYALAGAN 
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Year Group News 
Year 7 

 
 

I hope pupils and parents/carers have had a productive week; feedback again from 
teachers is good and many pupils have received positive comments for their great 
work in lessons, it is amazing seeing so many names each week and I hope that this 
continues when they return to school next week. Well done to Aisha, Kitty and Max M 
for a number of positive comments this week! 

 

Reminders: 

 

Monday 8
th

 March: Remote Learning  

 

Tuesday 9
th

 March: Remote Learning 

 

Wednesday 10
th

 March: 8.30am- 11.30am Covid testing and Return to school 

meeting.  12.15-14.45 home learning.  

 

Thursday 11
th

 March: 10.30am pupils to arrive at Whitehall Gate ready for a 

10.40 start.  

 

Friday 12
th

 March: Pupils arrive at school for 8.50 start. 

 

I look forward to seeing all of Year 7 back next week, if you have any concerns or 
queries about next week please do get in touch us-
ing the following email address.  

 

Email: dclancey@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk 

 

Have a lovely weekend. 

Miss Clancey 

 

 
 

mailto:dclancey@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk
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Year Group News 
Year 8 

 
Pupil Ambassadors 

Pupils have made a video for Year 8 to introduce themselves. They will be supporting me in keeping an eye 

on their peers and checking in with pupils upon their return to school. 

 

Pupil Monitors 

Over the past two weeks my pupil monitors have been working on some praise and advise video to share 

with their classmates. They include shout outs to those doing well. Mathiry would like to praise 8.4 for  

improved behaviour over the last 2 weeks and in particular Reyann and Yasin. Ackshaiyan would like to 

praise Thenushauaan and Zeynep.  

I’d like to thank my pupil monitors for all their efforts in helping us to increase the pupil praise. 

 

Treat Day 

As you know on Wednesday 3rd March Year 8 took part in our first ever ‘Treat Day’ and pupils enjoyed a 

range of activities, They began the day watching Michael Morpurgo’s Tales from Shakespeare: Macbeth. 

During period 2, they got creative making characters from the story, retelling the plot through storyboarding, 

animation and video and even experimenting with rhyme and creating their own spells. After lunch they took 

part in a scavenger hunt and those in school did some cooking while pupils at home had some down time. 

The day went well and I have already received lots of positive messages from both pupils and teachers and 

some brilliant examples of the tasks produced by pupils. Please encourage your child to share their work 

with us if they haven’t already done so and to complete the pupil feedback from on Google Classroom.  

 

Pupil and Staff Testimony 

 

Pupil comments about the day include: 

“It was really fun to do as it was something different to enjoy!”, “the scavenger hunt was most fun be-

cause everyone could take part and was something different.” 

 

“Period 3 it was just AMAZİNG AND ENJOYABLE we run around our houses or rooms and find  

objects did maths quiz and it was the most funniest lesson that ever happened today!”  

 

“The scavenger hunt was enjoyable because it was a break from sitting at the desk all lesson”  

 

Teacher praised Year 8 too,  

“The treat day was really good the kids all seemed very engaged” Ms Khan, English, period 2- Crea-

tive Macbeth 

 

“They loved it! It was great fun.” Ms Sabur, Maths, period 3 – Scavenger Hunt 
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Year Group News 
Year 8 
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Year Group News 
Year 8 

 
Creative Macbeth – Please take a look at some of the fabulous work our Year 8s produced during  

period 2. 
Brilliant work from 8.1. In particular Elijah’s Witch, Brooke and Rian’s Robotic Macbeth, Akifah’s model,  Nel-

ly’s spooky cinnamon rolls 

and Fatima’s drawing of King Dun-

can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stella, 8.2, has produced an amazing video. 

From 8.4 Excellent 

models of Lady 

Macbeth and a 

witches by Reyyan, 

Zeynep and Ted-

dy. There were also 

some very creative 

videos re- telling the 

tale creat- ed by Ackshai-

yan.  

 

 

Another great creation by Zaki 
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Year Group News 
Year 8 

 

Well done to Lucy 8.5 for her model of Macbeth and a great spell example 

from Gregory.  

Lilly’s video can be seen on our Fa-

cebook/ Twit- ter pages. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

8.6, a Lovely with model from Rebecca and 

spell by San- jeeka. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Period 3 Scavenger Hunt Winners 

Congratulations to our scavenger hunt winners from period 3: 

 

Emily B, Lucy B, Evie Moffat, Dawid Slotosch 

 

Amna C 

 

Stella, Henry, Jayden, Lily, Trinity, Alan 

 

Spell to reverse time 
 
Tail of rat and eye of newt  
Scolding fire and ear of moose , 
Fangs of bat with dogs fur  
Trickle in a cat's purr, 
Thumb of chimp and nose of man 
 A slimy substance in  a mysterios can, 
Bubble the broff till it all goes black  

Fire burn and cauldron bubble. 
Spiders guts but this time, double. 
Don’t forget the children’s heads 
Cockroaches but make sure they are 
dead. 
Wings of a bat, tail of a rat. 
An ogre’s toe, feet of a doe. 
Ancestors soul, blood of a troll. 
That was a lot of trouble,  

Like a 

hell-
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Year Group News 
Year 8 

 

Down Time 

Pupils have also shared photos from their down time during period 4 and activities pupils enjoyed ranged 

from baking, drawing, fitness, walking and reading. 

Well done to Danyaal, Devran, Janae, Maddison, Mustafa, Samiul, Harriet, Jayden, Tallulah, Zack, Zahra, 

Zaki, Nell, Rian, Brook and Shania for sharing your photos and your videos of your screen free  

activities with us. 

I have shared some of these with you: 
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Year Group News 
Year 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pupils in school also enjoyed some baking. A particular well done to: 

Suzi Weekes, Taiya Bailey, Karina Santa Rio, Aaron Ndu-Seaba, Chide Alisigwe, Acacia Terumalai, 

Grace Alia, De’Andre Clark, Allan Kalungi, Tia Braithwaite  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feedback received so far shows that 75% of pupils tried something new during treat day and not  

surprisingly, 100% of pupils would like another treat day! 

As you can see there has been so much praise coming in and I am so proud of year 8 for their resilience 

and hard work over not just the last week but over the last year. I look forward to sharing more praise with 

them in our tutor time next week. 

Thanks for reading and please keep checking the website and social media for more examples of 

Year 8’s great work! 

This cake Nelly Krizan made is  

outstanding! 

Please take a look at this  
fabulous sketch by Harriet 
Boothe 
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Year Group News 
Year 9 

 

Ms Gite - Head of Year 9 

Options: form goes live today, please check Parent Mail and the school website for details. Pupils were given a 

questionnaire flowchart in their PIE lesson today to stimulate their choices – this may help your conversations before 

options are selected.  

Lockdown Story: after a few parent requests, I am opening the lockdown stories to parents, carers and  
guardians too. Any stories to be submitted here -  https://forms.gle/dUhaqYQMjPxtYBdp8  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A beautiful mural captured 

by Charlotte. For a mo-

ment, it looked real! 

‘Over the last couple of 

weeks, I have been painting 

a tree mural on my bed-

room wall.’  

Charlotte Stainsby 

https://forms.gle/dUhaqYQMjPxtYBdp8
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Year Group News 
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Year Group News 
Year 9 
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Year Group News 
Year 10 

 

Well, we’ve made it through Lockdown 3! I’m very much looking forward to seeing all of our Year 10 pupils in person 
next week. I hope they are excited to return too. Arrangements for the various tests, interviews and school sessions are 
complicated, as you’d imagine, so please ensure that you are checking Parent Mail regularly and reading Ms Hillman’s 
communications carefully.  

 

Year 10 will be undertaking their first lateral flow tests on Monday morning, in school,  
followed by a short ‘welfare interview’ with a member of staff. Please note that their subsequent tests will take place at 
Chingford Assembly Hall, on The Green, Station Road. Students MUST ensure that they are in full uniform, including 
their masks at all times. Rules concerning jewellery, false nails, eyelashes etc…all still apply! Punctual attendance will 
help this process to flow much more smoothly. 

 

In other news, pupils continue to impress with their hard work in live lessons – please see subject praise attached.  
Remote lessons continue for the majority of next week, so please check your child is logging on when at home and 
continuing to work hard. Due to the large numbers of staff needed to support the testing & return procedures, some of 
the lesson will not be ‘live’, however work will still be posted for the children to complete. Please do contact me with 
any queries or concerns about your child’s return to school. 

 

Best regards, 

Mrs Page 

 

Prais- es 

 

ENGLISH 

Yu-Tin Great contributions 

Esther Amazing class contributions 

Roisin Fab class work writing and reading play aloud 

Elijah E Great contribution in class 

Amaya 

Rose 
Completes all her work on time 

Zohaib Positive attitude to English 

Mosun Fabulous work and reading the play aloud 

Jaina Positive attitude to English 

Harry Always energetic and lively over the call 

Tyler Reading the play aloud 

Akeetha Positive attitude and eagerness to progress in 
English 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Aliah Fantastic effort with coursework! 

Khadija Fantastic effort with coursework! 

FRENCH 

Gesa Consistent high level of engagement 

Chinelo Consistent high level of engagement 

Freddie improved attendance 

Olivier good participation 

Tamar good participation 

Keiran Consistent high level of engagement 

Jaina good participation 

Amy Q consistent positive attitude to remote learning 
expectations 

SCIENCE 

Naomi  Great contribution in lesson 

Chinelo  Great contribution in lesson 

David  Highest score in chemical bonding on QUIZZIZ. 

Ambitious, conscientious  and focussed, well 
done! 

GEOGRAPHY 

Daniel A Putting in lots of effort to catch up with work 
missed and actively participating in lessons. 

Casey Working well each lesson, submitting well and 
participating well in lessons 

Endijs Really working well and offers high level an-
swers to exams! 

Dilara Working well each lesson, submitting well and 
challenging herself each lesson 

Chiquera Great work ethic! Working hard and it shows! 

Takunda Always works hard and puts in 100% effort. 

Tanjima Great effort and responses in lesson! 

Chinelo Excellent contributions in lesson! 

EAL 

Armie  Great effort to learn new vocabulary 

Fana Contributing ideas in lesson 

ICT 

C.J.  Great contribution, motivated and  
punctual 

Amaya-Rose Great contribution, motivated and 
 punctual 

Sarwar  Great contribution, motivated and 
 punctual 

Anna-Maria Great contribution, motivated and  
punctual 

FOOD TECH 

Summer Good engagement in lessons. 

Zohaib Good engagement in lessons. 

Akeetha Excellent contributions demonstrating secure  
subject knowledge 

Moses Effort to contribute to class discussion 

Olivier Very good contribution in lesson. 
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Year Group News 
Year 11 

 

 

Year 11 

I hope pupils and parents/carers have had a productive week. Feedback 
from teachers continues to remain positive and I look forward to seeing 
pupils returning to the school site next week.  

 

We expect pupils to be in full school uniform - please remember that the 
usual school rules apply. Uniform rules include one pair of small stud  
earrings, black leather trainers or shoes and no false nails or eyelashes. 

 

Reminders: 

 

Intervention continues remotely next week. 

 

Please check all correspondence from Ms Hillman regarding the return to 
school to ensure you familiarise yourselves with the outline and  
expectations for each day. 

 

Best Wishes, 

 

Ms Kee Rose  
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Year Group News 
Year 12 & 13 

Dear Year 12 & 13, 

I’m looking forward to you all returning to school next week, please ensure you are fully aware of the guidance sent by 
Ms Hillman on Parent-Mail regarding testing and return days & times. 

On Google Classroom I have uploaded the ‘topic summary’ document to ‘KS5 Notices’ Classroom to show you what  
topics will be covered per subject in the upcoming Challenge week exams (starting 22

nd
 March).  This should help  

focus your revision and enable you to revisit topics you feel need attention.  Remember your PLCs are great tools to 
use for reflection. 

In order to support you with the upcoming exams staff will be ensuring revision & exam support is embedded within 
lessons, with a weekly focus.  In addition, revision support will be embedded in tutorial time and I will be running  
morning sessions (twice a week) to support those who feel they need support with ‘how to revise’.  Please send me an 
email if you would like to be included, I already have a core group of pupils.  In the meantime keep working hard and 
showing your teachers how amazing you are. 

I look forward to having you all back to school and supporting you through.  If you need any specific support please 
raise this during your 1-to-1 return to school meetings that are scheduled. 

Well done to those pupils below that were awarded a Love to Shop voucher for attendance to intervention and to those 
who have shown amazing attendance to all lessons. 

Attendance Praise    

  Intervention Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR 13 - Exam Support Starting on 08.03.21 

Intervention will still continue afterschool with praise given to pupils through love to shop 
vouchers for regular attendance. 

Pupil 

Charlie. F 

Callum. T 

Sophie. W 

Dylan. C 

Ben. C 

James. C 

Jack. C 

Janet. E 

Molly-May. G 

Douaa. H 

Jimmy. LC 

Luke. WJ 

Pupil Name 

Shahina. A 

Janet. E 

Keivin. G 

Fiona. I 

Elanur. K 

Umaymah. K 

Isabella. N 

Dinesh. S 

Tahilah. W 

Prong 1 Prong 2 Prong 3 Prong 4 

In Class Support Tutorial Support Mini Morning Meetings KS5 Exam Cauldron 

Do now activities in class: 

Week Beginning 08.03.21 – 
All Do Now Activities to be 
focused on AO1 Knowledge 
quizzes. 

Week Beginning 15.03.21 – 
All Do Now Activities to be 
focused on exam question 
structure (decoding ques-
tion) (utilising mark 
scheme) 

  

  

Weekly Tutorial Support – 
During next 2 tutorial ses-
sions students will cover the 
following sessions: 

Week Beginning 08.03.21 – 

Setting their Arena & 

Recall & Memory Skills 

Week Beginning 15.03.21 – 

Testing of revision & 

Stamina (Timed conditions) 

  

Mini Morning Meetings ran by 
Ms Lewis 

– 8 pupils already included 

Wider invitation will be sent 
directly to year 13s who need 
support & you can also re-
quest to join (just email Ms 
Lewis). 

Meetings: 

Tues 9th & Wed 10th - 

8.30- 9.00am   (remotely on 
GC) 

Tues 16th & Wed 17th – 

8.30 -9.00am   (in school lo-
cation TBC) 

Resources, hints & tips, pod 
casts, mindfulness, mental 
health support, PLCs (to 
name a few) 

Shared with year 13 via GC 
‘KS5 Notices’ classroom in 
‘Exam Cauldron’ folder. 

(Resources coming soon) 
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News 
 

Jerusalema Dance Challenge 
I would like to invite you to join the Heathcote School dance challenge and be part of the challenge 
video that will be shared with the Heathcote School community. The first challenge will be to learn 
and perform the Jerusalema Dance Challenge which is a popular dance challenge on TikTok at the 
moment. The goal is to have as many pupils and staff members performing this as well as to  
showcase your choreographic talents, so please be creative and have fun! Please upload your  
videos to the Google Classroom assignment by 12th March 2021.  
Thank you,  
Ms Harper  
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News 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

REMINDER 
 

Please do not forget to update the school on any new or existing medical  

conditions, or regular prescribed medication that your child takes. 

If you have any questions or need to update any information we currently 
hold, please email Mrs Kaye, Welfare Administrator at 
dkaye@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk 

mailto:dkaye@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk

